Application note # 101

Pre-Cut COP sensor foils for microarray-based detection
INTRODUCTION
Microfluidic cartridges of BiFlow Systems GmbH provide an integrated pumping and heating
functionality. They can be used to run protein or DNA-based assays in a fully automatic way.
Typically, microarrays are used to detect the target molecules in the sensor region. Those microarrays are
spotted on functionalized glass or polymer slides which then are placed on a flow-cell in the sensor region
of the microfluidic cartridge. This application note describes the usage of pre-cut COP foils as biosensing
elements on BiFlow‘s microfluidic cartridges.

Pre-cut COP foils

Microfluidic cartridges

Pre-cut COP foils (thickness 188µm) were provided by
PolyAn. The size of each sensor was 10.7 x 25.5mm, thus
fitting to most of BiFlow‘s cartridges. The sensor foils are
organized as an array - here consisting of 4x7 single
sensor elements (Fig. 1). The COP foils are available with
different surface coatings and well suited for spotting of
microarrays in a batch-format.

Various types of microfluidic cartridges are available
from BiFlow. Depending on the desired application,
they can either be equipped with integrated
micropumps only, or provide additional localized
heating functionality. The latter may be used, e.g., for
performing hybridization reactions on a microarray.
The sensor (here: spotted COP foil) is placed on a
channel-like flow cell formed by a laser-cut adhesive
tape (Fig. 3).

sensor flow cell
Figure 3. onsite.flow cartridge capable of integrated pumping,
heating and valving for reagent-storage.
Figure 1. Pre-cut COP sensor foil array of 4x7 sensors, each being
10.7mm x 25.5mm in size.

The COP foils slightly stick to a carrier foil from which
they easily can be detached (Fig. 2)

To place the COP sensor foil, first the white protection
layer of the flow cell tape is removed (Fig. 4a). Then, the
sensor foil is detached from the carrier foil (Fig. 2) and
placed on the flow cell (Fig. 4b). Position is supported
by positioning aids on most of BiFlow‘s cartridges.

a)

Figure 4. a) removing protection
layer of adhesive tape flow cell,
b) placing COP sensor foil on
adhesive tape flow cell, c) sensor
foil on cartridge

b)

c)

Figure 2. Picking and detaching a single sensor foil by a pincer
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